
Figure 3: The average values of the mean probabilities of a human action sequence.
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Figure 1: Blocks World For Teams (BW4T) in MATRX

What Information Does a Human Need to 
Share to be Predictable to an Agent?

matrx- software.com

Mutual predictability contributes to mutual trust (Johnson et al., 2021). 
Mutual trust is a coordinating mechanism, supporting successful teamwork 
(Salas et al. 2005).

To be predictable to others 
means that they can 

anticipate your actions 
such that they can take that 

into consideration when 
planning their own 

actions (Ahrndt et al., 
2016; Johnson et al., 2014).

For BW4T, the 
categorization used for 

information types is 
intentions and world 

knowledge (Jonker et al., 
2012; Li et al., 2016).
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Example:

State New StateAction

# #

Action choice prob Action outcome prob

1/(4 - #delivered_blocks)

1/(6 - #traversed_rooms)

1/(4 - #delivered_blocks)

<- Two agents ->

Teleoperated 
Human Agent

(Autonomous)
PredictorAgent

Experiment in BW4T:

Controlled by the human via buttons.
Human is divided into one of four cases and 
shares either:

No information
Intentions
World Knowledge
Both Intentions and World Knowledge

Logs a sequence of actions 
performed by the human.
Assigns probabilities to the 
transitions in the sequence. (below)
Alters it course of action based on 
shared human information.

Chaining these actions together creates a 'human action sequence' 
with which we can create measures about predictability.

Results:

Conclusions:

Figure 2: BW4T task modelled into states, actions, and transitions containing probabilities.
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Figure 4: The average total movement actions and average sent human messages.
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Table 1: The average probability of the taken "human action sequence" and the average "number of 
possible human action sequences".

No Information
Intentions

World Knowledge
Both Types

(Hypothesis confirmation) Sharing intentions contribute to higher 
predictability of the human compared to sharing no information.

Sharing world knowledge contributes less to the predictability of 
the human compared to sharing intentions.

(Speculation) The human experienced task overload due 
to having to send more messages in the sharing world 
knowledge case and sharing both types case.


